DAVIES
“KLEAR-TO-LAND”
Aircraft Windscreen Cleaner

*REDUCES GLARE *NON-STREAKING
*REMOVES BUGS *ANTI-FOG *ANTI-STATIC
*REMOVES GREASY FILM
*REPAIRS SCRATCHES
*CLINGS WHEN YOU SPRAY IT
*CLEANS WHEN YOU WIPE IT *NO DUST
CLINGING RESIDUE

Meets Aircraft Specs
*MIL P2425 Sheet Acrylic Plastic
*MIL P25690A Stretched Modified Acrylic Sheet
*CSD-1 Aircraft Transparencies and Sandwich
Corrosion
*BMS-8-135 *Boeing Lexan 9600

Maintaining your aircraft windows is not difficult, but there are a few considerations to keep in mind. Although acrylic plastic is
considerably stronger than glass, its face is not as hard, so you must use care when cleaning your windows to prevent scratching.
Never rub the surface with a dry cloth. Excessive rubbing builds up a static charge on the Plexiglas that can attract dust.
Never rub surface with dry cloth and never use any soap or glass cleaner that is not made to aircraft specs - - - it will cause
scratching and crazing of windscreen. Never use aircraft deicing fluid on windscreens, as it will cause excessive crazing.
Always be sure to use a cleaner made for acrylic plastic, such as Davies “KLEAR-TO-LAND”. Spray on “KLEAR-TO-LAND”
liberally; rub well with clean dry cloth. Minor scratches will be greatly improved over a period of time. “KLEAR-TO-LAND” leaves
an invisible film gibing windscreen much greater slip as well as being an ice deterrent in winter flying. Due to the ‘slip value’ of
“KLEAR-TO-LAND”, pilots spray all leading edges of wings to obtain more slip and be a great ice deterrent on all leading edges.
“KLEAR-TO-LAND” is formulated primarily for aircraft windscreens – however, it can be and is used extensively for aircraft interior
cleaning, including upholstery cleaning, fabric, plastic and leather. When used as an upholstery cleaner, it is recommended that
“KLEAR-TO-LAND” be sprayed on surface and allowed to remain on surface for approximately two minutes allowing the chemical
action to penetrate and break up soil – after two minutes of chemical action, simply wipe surface clean.
For cleaning windscreens and windows, it is NOT necessary to allow any time for chemical action – recommend to spray and wipe
immediately after spraying windscreens since there is no porous surface that needs to be penetrated on windscreens.
DIRECTIONS: Shake well before use. Point valve opening toward object to be sprayed, holding about 8 to 12 inches away. Press
button – spray and wipe clean. Polish with clean dry cloth.
Available in aerosol or drum packaging.
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